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Abstract
We study linear systems (F,G) with coefficients in a commutative ring R with the GCU
property: whenever (F,G) is controllable, there exists a vectoruwithGuunimodular. Our main
result is: a GCU ring is an FC2 ring (i.e. every two-dimensional controllable system over R is
feedback cyclizable) if and only if R satisfies the following property: for any finitely generated
ideal I and f invertible modulo I there exist a unit u and an element h with f ≡ uh2 (mod I ).
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Let R be a commutative ring with 1. An m-input, n-dimensional linear system
over R will be a pair (F,G), where F is an n × n matrix and G is an n × m
matrix with coefficients in R. Such a pair (F,G) is reachable (or controllable) if
the state module Rn can be generated by the columns of the “reachability matrix”
[G|FG|F 2G| · · · |Fn−1G].
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A reachable pair (F,G) is said to be feedback cyclizable if there exist a matrix
K and a vector u such that (F + GK,Gu) is reachable, or equivalently the matrix
[Gu|(F + GK)Gu| · · · |(F + GK)n−1Gu] is invertible.
We say that a commutative ring is an FC-ring, or has the FC-property, if every
reachable system is feedback cyclizable, and if n-dimensional reachable systems are
feedback cyclizable we call it an FCn-ring.
A GCU ring is a commutative ring such that for any reachable system (F,G), there
exists a vector u with Gu unimodular. Examples of GCU rings include FC-rings and
elementary divisor rings, and hence principal ideal domains (PIDs). In [2, Theorem
5] it is proved that a GCU ring R is an FC-ring if R has 1 in its stable range, that is,
whenever (f, g) = R there exists k such that f + gk is a unit. Also, a characterization
of PIDs with the FC2-property is given in [6, Corollary 3.2], as an extension of [7,
Prop. 5].
The main result of this paper is a characterization of GCU rings which are FC2-
rings: a GCU ring has the FC2-property if and only if for any f invertible modulo a
finitely generated ideal I , there exist a unit u and element h with f ≡ uh2 (mod I ).
This generalizes the known result for principal ideal domains to a wider class of rings
(any non-Noetherian elementary divisor ring is a GCU ring but not a PID), and also
gives for two-dimensional systems over GCU rings a sufficient condition for feedback
cyclization, weaker than having 1 in the stable range.
For a general reading on the subject of linear systems over commutative rings, see
[1] or [4] .
We begin with a necessary condition for the FCn-property, which is an immediate
extension of Schmale’s result [7, Prop. 4] from principal to finitely generated ideals.
Proposition 1. Let R be a commutative ring with the FCn-property. Then for any
f invertible modulo a finitely generated ideal I one can find a unit u and an element
h of R such that f ≡ uhn (mod I ).
Proof. Take d = (d2, . . . , dm) a row vector which generates the ideal I , and construct
the following n-dimensional reachable system:
F =


0 · · · · · · 0
1
.
.
.
...
0
.
.
.
.
.
.
...
... 1 0 0
0 · · · 0 f 0




1
0
...
0
(0)
0 d


.
By the FCn-property one can find K , v with (F + GK,Gv) reachable. Note that
F + GK is almost the same as F : only the first and last rows are affected, but the
last row remains unchanged modulo I . Calculating the reachability matrix of (F +
GK,Gv) modulo I one obtains:
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[
Gv|(F + GK)Gv| · · · |(F + GK)n−1Gv] =


v1 ∗ · · · ∗ ∗
0 v1
...
...
... 0
.
.
. ∗ ...
...
...
.
.
. v1 ∗
0 0 · · · 0 f v1


,
where v1 is the first entry of v. Since this matrix is invertible, its determinant is a unit
u of R, but it is vn1f modulo I , in particular v1 is invertible modulo I . We arrive at
the desired congruence taking h with v1h ≡ 1 (mod I ). 
In order to prove that this necessary condition for feedback cyclization is also
sufficient for two-dimensional systems over a GCU ring, one needs to use the action
of the feedback group on linear systems over R. Two systems (F,G) and (F ′,G′)
are said to be feedback equivalent if there exist invertible matrices P , Q and a matrix
K such that (F ′,G′) = (PFP−1 + PGK,PGQ). It is known that if two systems
, ′ are feedback equivalent, then  is feedback cyclizable if and only if ′ is.
First of all we have to simplify as much as possible the structure of the matrices
(F,G) defining a reachable system.
Proposition 2. Every reachable system  of dimension 2 and m  2 inputs over
a GCU ring is feedback equivalent to one of the following reduced form with blocks
of appropriate size:
F =
[
0 0
f 0
]
, G =
[
1 0
0 d
]
,
where f is invertible modulo the ideal I generated by the row vector d.
Proof. By [3, Lemma 2]  is feedback equivalent to ′ given by
F =
[
0 0
f f1
]
, G =
[
1 0
0 d
]
.
Using the well known lemma of Eising [5], reachability of ′ implies reachability
of (f1, [f |d]), so that [f |d] has unit content, i.e. f is invertible modulo the ideal I
generated by d. We know from [2, Lemma 6] that there exists a feedback equivalence
of systems which replaces f1 by any arbitrary element of the form f1 + fK1 + dK2,
without changing the matrix G. As the entries of the row [f |d] generate R, one can
choose K1, K2 such that fK1 + dK2 = −f1, which yields a new equivalent system
with 0 in the position of f1, as we wanted. 
Remark 3. Note that to any two-dimensional reachable system over a GCU ring we
can associate a pair {f, I }, where I is a finitely generated ideal of R and f is invertible
modulo I .
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Before proving our main result we need this technical result.
Lemma 4. Let R be a GCU ring and (F,G) an m-input, two-dimensional reachable
system given in the reduced form of the last proposition, with f invertible modulo the
ideal I generated by the row vector d . Then, for any h invertible modulo I, the given
reachable pair (F,G) is feedback equivalent to the pair where f is replaced by h2f
and d is replaced by some row vector d ′ whose entries generate I .
Proof. Take h′ such that hh′ + l = 1 for some l in I and define
P =
[
h′ 1
−l h
]
.
P is invertible, so one has the equivalence of systems (F,G) ∼ (PFP−1, PG),
where PFP−1 =
[ ∗ ∗
h2f ∗
]
and PG =
[
h′ d
−l hd
]
.
As l is in I and the row d generates I , there exists a vector µ such that l = dµ.
Now take v =
[
h
µ
]
∈ Rm and note that (PG)v =
[
hh′ + l
−lh + hl
]
=
[
1
0
]
. In particular
v is unimodular, and since in a GCU ring stably-free modules are free [3, Lemma 1],
v is the first column of an invertible matrix Q′ so that
PGQ′ = PG[v|∗] = [PGv|∗] =
[
1 ∗
0 ∗
]
.
We can clean up the ∗’s of the first row by adding to columns of PGQ′ multiples
of the first column, which corresponds to right multiplication by an invertible matrix
Q′′. If we set Q = Q′Q′′ we obtain that
PGQ =
[
1 0
0 d ′
]
= G′,
and we have the systems equivalence (F,G) ∼ (PFP−1,G′). The entries of d ′ must
generate I , since the ideals of minors of G and PGQ are equal.
The first row of PFP−1 is erased with a suitable feedback, and the element in
position (2, 2) can be eliminated as in the proof of Proposition 2, without changing
neither G′ nor h2f . This completes the proof. 
Remark 5. In the above situation, one can replace f by any f ′ invertible mod I
satisfying f ′ ≡ uh2f (mod I ), with u a unit. Set f ′ = uh2f + l for some l in I .
Once we have changed f by h2f , it is easy to replace h2f by uh2f and further by
uh2f + l via feedback.
Note that we can perform by feedback any of these operations to the element
f : multiply by the square of an invertible element mod I (possibly changing the
generators of I ), multiply by a unit of R and add an element of I .
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The following theorem gives the promised characterization of those GCU rings
which satisfy the FC2-property:
Theorem 6. Let R be a GCU ring. The following are equivalent:
(i) R has the FC2-property.
(ii) Whenever (f, I ) = R, with I a finitely generated ideal of R, there exist a unit
u of R and an element h such that f ≡ uh2 (mod I ).
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii). That condition (ii) is necessary for feedback cyclization is a con-
sequence of Proposition 1 with n = 2.
(ii) ⇒ (i). Conversely, let  be a two-dimensional reachable system over R. If
the number of inputs is m = 1 then all reachable systems are cyclizable, so we can
assume m  2. By Proposition 2  is feedback equivalent to a system of the form
F =
[
0 0
f 0
]
, G =
[
1 0
0 d
]
,
where f is invertible modulo the ideal I generated by the entries of the row vector
d, therefore by (ii) f satisfies the congruence f ≡ uh2 (mod I ) for some h, u in R
with u a unit. If h′ is an inverse of h modulo I , we have u−1(h′)2f ≡ 1 (mod I ) and
by Remark 5 we can replace f by 1, from which it follows that (F,G) is feedback
equivalent to some system (F ′,G′) given by
F ′ =
[
0 0
1 0
]
, G′ =
[
1 0
0 d ′
]
,
where the entries of d ′ generate I . This system is feedback cyclizable: take K = 0
and u the first basic vector of Rm, then [G′u, (F ′ + G′K)G′u] is the 2 × 2 identity
matrix and so (F ′,G′u) is feedback cyclizable. Since our original reachable system
is feedback equivalent to one which is cyclizable, it is also cyclizable, and hence R
is an FC2-ring. 
Observe that a ring R with 1 in its stable range trivially satisfies the conditions of
the last theorem: for any finitely generated I and (f, I ) = R, f is congruent mod I
with a unit of R, so the studied congruence holds with h = 1.
Example 7. The ring R = (Z/6Z)[x] is a non-principal GCU ring:Z/6Z has dimen-
sion zero, so by [2, Theorem 2] its polynomial ring has the GCU property. But R
does not verify the condition (ii) of Theorem 6 and hence is not an FC2-ring. Take
f = 1 + 3x and I = (x2). We have that f is invertible modulo I but neither f nor
−f are congruent to a square mod I .
In the present we are searching for sufficient conditions for a GCU ring to be an
FCn-ring for n  3, believing that there must be a condition weaker than “having 1
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in the stable range”. We conjecture that the congruence f ≡ uhn (mod I ) for pairs
(f, I ) may become sufficient after adding a small additional property.
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